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3.  CUSTOM MADE, TO SUIT YOUR PROJECT
All Rylock products are manufactured to order, not to standard sizes. We recognise that every house or 
apartment has a unique location, & that each window or glass door needs to be individually 
specified to best take advantage of the site’s orientation and surrounds.

1.  “6  STAR WINDOWS FOR 6  STAR HOMES”
With mandated 6 Star energy ratings for new houses & significant renovations, Rylock’s history as a 
double glazing specialist speaks for itself. Our most popular product - the AA Series Awning Window with 
clear double glazing - rates 6 Stars for a heating cycle under WERS. By adding a higher performing glass to 
the double glazed unit, the Star Rating increases. For climates that focus on cooling needs, glazing that 
includes solar control glass significantly increases cooling-cycle performance, and thus rating Stars.

4.  ARCHITECTURAL STYLING
Originally styled after timber window profiles, Rylock products have a visually clean yet substantial appear-
ance. Gentle radiused edges distinguish the frames from the stark boxes often seen on products from 
commercial origins. Rylock windows look equally at home within traditional, contemporary or cutting edge 
designs, and the flexibility of configuration can make for stunning architectural features.

5.  TWENTY-FIVE STANDARD FRAME COLOURS
Rylock offers a broad range of frame colours including traditional tones, contemporary metallics and a 
variety of ColorBond favourites. Powder coating is undertaken in-house, which allows for strict quality 
control. In fact, your Sales Consultant will be happy to provide you with independent CSIRO test results 
which vindicate the great confidence we have in the durability of our coating process.

6.  MULTIPLE WEATHER SEALS
All Rylock products feature - at minimum - dual weather seals on moving panels which help exclude drafts, 
rain and instrusive noise. All glass is installed with vinyl or santoprene seals on both sides, ensuring weath-
er tightness & rattle-free glazing.

2.  ADVISORY SERVICE
Whatever your project, at Rylock we understand that you seek a personalised solution. Our staff are highly 
experienced, capable and committed professionals, who are totally focused upon supplying customised 
window and glass door solutions. Our advisory service is free, and considers issues such as site location, 
solar orientation and any requirements under the National Construction Code.
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12.  AUSTRALIAN MADE, & OWNED
Rylock products are all designed in-house, which ensures suitability to the unique characteristics of the 
Australian climate. Testing is undertaken in local, NATA approved facilities to ensure that the theory and 
practice are sound. All products are manufactured here, in Australian factories. We are proud of this 
process, & will be happy to organise a guided tour of any of our facilities.

7.  INLINE REVEALING MAKES FOR EASIER INSTALLATION
All Rylock products have the timber reveal inline with the aluminium frame. This makes them as easy to fit 
as traditional timber windows, unlike aluminium products with finned frames. Another benefit of this 
design methodology sees the timber reveal ‘shield’ the aluminium frame, making for windows and glass 
doors with strong emphasis on Energy Efficiency.

10.  DUAL ACTION STAYS ON HINGED PRODUCTS
Stays that lift the sash away from the frame as they hinge make for superior ventilation. In the case of  
Awning Windows, warm air travels at a different height to cool air, speeding up the effect of a cool change. 
Casement Windows can work like a rudder, deflecting cool breezes across both sides of the sash. All 
Rylock hinged windows use dual action, stainless steel stays.

11.  TECHNICAL DATA & DRAWINGS ALL READILY AVAILABLE
From WERS data through to correct installation practice, at Rylock we ensure that any documentation is 
readily available to correctly specify or build with our products. Rylock products have been custom rated 
through the WERS scheme, with results available online & through your Sales Consultant. At the launch of 
every product, we also release Typical Building-In Detail for the four most common walling types. 

8.  EXTRUDED FLYSCREEN FRAMES
Australian outdoor conditions make flyscreens integral to a comfortable lifestyle. Screens that lack the 
rigidity to properly exclude insects, or survive regular cleaning, render themselves useless. Rylock 
flyscreens all feature extruded frames, as opposed to structurally weaker, roll-formed alternatives. With a 
proliference of larger product being specified, we insist that our screens continue to do their job properly.

9.  REPLACEABLE TRACKS ON SLIDING PRODUCTS
Rylock AA Series & TB Series sliding windows and doors feature tracks which are separate from the sill 
section. This allows the tracks to be coated in a more appropriate surface finish - in this case black anodis-
ing. Not only does this improve the sliding action of the product, it also adds to overall product longevity as 
the track is able to be renewed if worn after many, many years of use. SG Series products are single glazed, 
so do not have the weight considerations and subsequent durability requirements for the tracks. 


